Meeting Minutes for 11/20/2021
From the president:
First Transit lost the contract with CODA and will no longer operate our service after December 31st 2021. Transdev was awarded the contract and will be taking over operations starting January 1st, 2022.
Our labor agreement is valid until the end of July 2022.
All drivers interested in working for Transdev should have filled out an application form online by November 1st.
If you received an offer of employment from Transdev, we hope you took the time to read it before signing it. The form states your duties, start date, compensation, benefits, work location, and paid time off.
The sign-by date is May, 15 2022.
The offer of employment form also states that your work agreement is “At Will”, which means that your employment can be terminated without cause. Signing this document will waive your rights to grieve termination.
Transdev agreed to honor our labor agreement, so the President and Vice-President met with the Transdev CEO (Jason Moyer) to correct this part of the employment offer document. Early indications are that the change will be made.
Our TWU International Rep (Theotis James – in attendance) has contacted our lawyers in support of our position.
Member:
Question-
Why was there no meeting to warn members of this prior to now, as some members have already signed the form?
Answer-(from the president and also Theotis James (TWU International Rep)
The president received his offer on the previous Thursday which was 3 days before this meeting. There was no delay between learning about the issue and contacting Theo, and having this regularly scheduled meeting.

Union leadership had asked members to be wary of speaking freely to Transdev staff about their fellow members, but it has been noted that several members have thrown other members “under-the-bus” by offering negative assessments of them to Transdev staff. This makes the membership appear weak and divided and plays into their strategy of ultimately employing you “At Will” with no accountability to a labor contract.
Members were asked to please understand that Transdev reps are not on site to strike up friendships but rather to gather information to use to their advantage. Be loyal to the membership.
Member:
Question-
Why is Jason Moyer making job decisions before Jan 1st 2022?
Answer-
Jason and Mike are working together in the transition to Transdev. Jason can make recommendations for job changes, but only Mike has the authority to make those changes.
The president advised us to get our information from the union leadership, not from conversations with Transdev staff. Also, Mike is under no obligation to inform individual members about plans or changes that they may be curious about, but he does have to adhere to the terms of the collective bargaining agreement. Union staff and your contract are your most reliable sources of information.
Members expressed concern about how Capital drivers would be hired. Would they be given preference, or would jobs be reserved for them. The president said that Capital was a separate business. Theo mentioned that we would need to know the numbers of First transit drivers that were being offered positions before we could determine if our drivers were being treated unfairly. He will be working with the lawyers to determine what Transdev is doing and asked us to be patient with the process. Be wary of rumors, hearsay and guessing about what is happening.
Member:
Question-
Should we ignore the insurance notice we received from First Transit or act on it?
Answer-
Follow the instructions on the notice you received.

	Member:
Question-
How will we know what our duties are on day 1 (Jan 1st)
Answer-
Your job description is in your job acceptance form. Our labor contract stipulates that there should be a route bid in December. Union staff will share information as it becomes available.


